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Start Coloring Your Dream House Today! Within these pages, you'll find a creative opportunity to

relax and unwind. This is not just an invitation to color, but to be inspired as you design the home of

your dreams. Look inside, and you will find inspiration for every room in your home. Have fun

experimenting with your favorite color palettes, playing with fun patterns, imagining the possibilities

through creative activities, and coloring beautiful pages that bring your dreams to life. Share your

pages on Instagram with the hashtag #TIRcoloringbook. Follow and tag @theinspiredroom and

show your creations.Â  Let this be your creative space to decorate as you dream. Enjoy!Â 
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As an interior designer, I love have a coloring book focused on home decor. The images are

beautiful and the paper weight is perfect if you want to use markers instead of colored pencils to

color an image. And, there are serval pages with inspirational/motivational quotes on them, perfect

for framing and incorporating into your decor.I've already colored several pages and I am using the

pages with pillow and chair drawings to play around with color combinations I'm considering for a

design project. What a great way to envision decor and make my design ideas come to life.

I love, love, love this coloring book! Thick matte pages filled with a variety of home scenes including

various rooms, kitchen utensils, a collection of chairs, inspirational quotes, and a few all-over print

pages. The design style is a mix of today's farmhouse/industrial/cottage with a modern feel! I get to



play with different color schemes and various patterns which is perfect when you dream about home

decor and design all day! I have been using colored pencils but I think the pages are thick enough

that you could use markers and they wouldn't bled through. I think this would make a fun gift,

wrapped up with a fresh set of pencils, or a CD to listen to while coloring. I am planning a "moms

night out" at my house with yummy apps and drinks. We can color pages from this beautiful book

and chat the night away!

I've been following The Inspired Room blog for many years and wasn't the least bit surprised it was

voted Top Home Decor blog by Better Homes & Gardens the last two years. Melissa Michaels has

written NY Times bestsellers on the subject and now she's back at it with a unique move into adult

coloring books! The quality of the book is beautiful and I've purchased two to give as gifts. I hadn't

ventured into adult coloring prior to now. It provides relaxation, time to turn off your mind clutter and

have some fun. I've enjoyed trying out unique color schemes too. Highly recommended!

LOVE the idea of a grown-up coloring book - finally - just for us! Melissa Michaels' The Inspired

Room will not disappoint. It's beautiful enough to grace your coffee table and is irresistible not to

open! Use colored pencils, brush pens, markers, watercolors - no bleeding through the thick pages

and are only one-sided. How thoughtful... GET this coloring book if you want to find a new passion!

Great for putting your design and color schemes on paper, too! Buying these for gifts!

If I could draw what I want to color, it would be this coloring book. I LOVE it. My family mocks my

coloring book collection because I don't always finish them, but I might buy another to color when

I'm done with this one. A great mix of small objects to finish quickly and more elaborate rooms. My

mom will love it, too. Oh! And my niece. And my sisters...

As a new interior decorator and coloring book enthusiast, this new color booking helps me

brainstorm color themes and relax all at the same time!! It gets no better than this!!! Melissa this

book is amazing!!! Thank you!!!

Coloring books have become my new pastime but "The Inspired Room" isn't your typical coloring

book. It's also a place to practice your decorating skills. The book allows me to color my favorite

mantras and quotes. And it lets me try out that funky color combination that I haven't been able to

talk my husband into just yet. The paper quality is excellent and the pages remove easily.



I love this coloring book. It's designed just like a home that I would love and items that I can color

and decorate however I want. The paper is a great weight so that I could use regular markers, but

not permanent. As soon as I got it my imagination took off and I colored away. I don't know what I'll

do when I'm finished!!
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